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. In [l] , it was shown that every convolutional code C can be generated by a polynomial generator matrix G ( D ) that has a polynomial inverse G-'(D) (is "basic") and that can be realized in controller canonical form with as few memory elements as any encoder for C. The latter property requires that G ( D ) not only be "basic" but also have a property called the "predictable degree property." More elementary proofs of these results were given in [21 and in [4] .
In [4] and [5] , the authors also pointed out that the terminology of [l] could be confusing, and improved it by defining a minimal generator matrix G ( D ) as one that can be realized with as few memory elements as any encoder for C, and a canonical generator matrix as one that has a minimal realization in controller canonical form. We continue to use this terminology here. In these terms, it is shown in [l] that every convolutional code C has a canonical polynomial generator matrix G( 0 ) , called "minimal" in [ 1 ] and "minimalbasic" in [4] .
Generalizations of these definitions and results to rational generator matrices, using ideas from valuation theory, are sketched in [2, Appendix] and 13, sec. 3.51. However, no proofs are given, and some of the claimed extensions are not entirely correct. Theory, Lund University, S-221 00 Lund, Sweden.
In [5] (see also [6] ), some steps were taken toward a more rigorous development of results for rational generator matrices along the lines suggested in [2] and 131. The purpose of this paper is to complete this dtwelopment. The rationale for this is twofold. First, rational generator matrices are sometimes preferred as convolutional encoders, e.g., in most trellis coding applications (e.g., V.32 and V.34 modems), and also in some newly developed iterative decoding schemes [7] . Second, it is of mathematical interest to generalize known results for polynomial generator matrices and to understand them in a more general setting. Moreover, such a generalization may suggest even further extensions.
The main results of this paper are a) a generalization of the theory of [l] , etc., to rational generator matrices using concepts from valuation theory; b) the new, general minimality test of Theorems 8 and 9, which applies to rational generator matrices; and c) a demonstration that canonicality is the intersection of two independent properties: minimality and the global predictable valuation property (global orthogonality).
In Section 11, we review ideas from valuation theory which are useful in the study of rational generator matrices, as originally suggested in [2] . The valuation-theoretic notion of orthogonality due to Monnei [SI suggests a natural generalization of the predictable degree property called the "predictable valuation property," which will be discussed in Section 111. In Section IV, we establislh simple necessary and sufficient conditions for a polynomial generator matrix to be canonical.
These results use only elementary linear algebra and an elementary behavioral-theoretic construction of Forney and Trott [9] . In Section V, we give necessary and sufficient conditions for a rational generator matrix to be minimal. Canonicality is revisited in Sections VI and VU, in which we extend our results on canonicality to rational generator matrices of rates R = 1/11 and R = k / n , respectively. In Section VIII, we use the extended invariant factor theorem to show the equivalence of minimality to global invertibility. A brief discussion in Section IX concludes the paper.
Remark: The appendix of [ 2 ] stimulated a flurry of papers in system theory by a group of authors including Kailath [lo, ch. 61, Kung [ll] , LCvy [12] , Verghese [131, and Wyman [14] . These papers use the language of valuation theory to provide a unified treatment of the entire polelzero structure of rational matrices over thc complex field, including those at zero and infinity. Most of the results of this paper having to do with globally orthogonal matrices (which [ 131 calls "globally (column-) reduced") first appeared in [2] or in these papers. In particular, the authors of [ 131 developed most of our Theorem 0018-9448/96$05.00 Q 1996 IEEE 5, as well as the greedy construction algorithm for choosing a set of rational generators with minimum defect.
Moreover, Kailath [lo, ch. 61, [13] traces the roots of these ideas back to Wedderbum [15] , Vekua [16] (see also the references therein), and Gantmacher [ 171. Wyman has taken to calling our invariant structure indices "Fomey-Wedderbum indices."
This work seems to have been regarded by system theorists as mostly a matter of new language for known concepts, and eventually it died away. However, none of this work appears to have addressed realizations, or in particular minimality . It thus missed what we would regard as the most interesting system-theoretic results of this paper, such as the identification of minimality with global zero-freedom or with global invertibility. 11 . POLYNOMIALS be monic and that f(D)/g(D) be reduced to lowest terms by cancellation of common factors. Again, we have unique factorization of rational functions up to units for some U E U , where the p-valuation eP(r(D)) is defined as the difference 
iii) (strong triangle inequality):
There is one more nontrivial valuation on F(D), viz., the negative degree function
.
The reason for calling this function a valuation at p = D-' will be explained below. It is easily verified that this D-'-valuation satisfies properties i)-iii).
We denote by P* the set consisting of the elements of P 
and all other p-valuations are equal to zero. The reader may verify easily that the product formula holds.
The delay of a rational function r ( D ) is defined as Alternatively, a rational function may be expanded similarly into a formal Laurent series in D-l; for example
In this way, F ( D ) may alternatively be identified with a subset of F ( ( D -l ) ) . If elements of F ( ( D -' ) )
are identified with semi-infinite sequences over P that finish with all zeroes, then r ( D ) "ends" at a time equal to the degree -eD-I(r(D)) of r ( D ) . This hints at why we use the notation p = D-l for this valuation.
We should emphasize that this second, alternative expansion is a purely mathematical construct, and that when we wish to identify a rational function in r ( D ) with a physical sequence of elements of F , we shall always use the first formal Laurent series expansion in powers of D. 
and the formal Laurent series in 1 + D is whose first nonzero term is
whose first and only nonzero term is
Example2: Let F = I F: ! and
and all other p-valuations are zero. It is easy to verify that the product formula holds. Also, [r(
PREDICTABLE VALUATION PROPERTY OF RATIONAL MATFUCES
In this section we first extend valuations to vectors of rational functions. Then we see that the concept of "orthogonality" that was introduced into valuation theory by Monna 
F ( D ) ;
However, the product formula becomes an inequality, since for any i
P t P '

P E P *
We therefore define the defect of r ( D ) as the nonnegative quantity [2] defr(D)%f -eP(r(D))degp PE?* which can also be written as
In view of property ii) and the product formula, we have
Thus every nonzero vector in a one-dimensional rational vector space has the same defect. 
is expanded as a vector of formal Laurent series in p , then 
[~( D ) ] , p " p (~(~) )
is the first nonzero term in the expansion. 
( ( D ) ) . We also write G ( D ) as
G ( D ) = r(D)).
Then the set of codewords in C can be written as linear 
Thus the rational subcode C, is simply a vector space over
We can regard two k x n equivalent generator matrices G ( D ) and G'(D) as two different bases for the same rational vector space C,. Thus they are equivalent if and only if
In view of properties ii) and iii), for any vector and any p E F'*, we have
Monna [8] defines the set G ( D ) to be p-orthogonal if equality
holds for all rational k-tuples ~( 0 ) ;
Equivalently, in the terminology we are using here,
Hence, the PDP is naturally generalized as follows: We shdll see in Section VI1 below that the GPVP is an essential property of canonical generator matrices of convolutional codes.
In The following theorem hen gives a basic test for porthogonality:
Theorem 1: For any p E P*, a rational matrix
has the PVP, (is p-orthogonal) if and only if its p-residue
where Let Z be the set of indices such that the minimum is achieved;
i.e., . . . ,
we have d = 0 and V d = 0, so [13] dejine a rational matrix G ( s ) over the complex field to be "column-reduced at q" if G(q) has full rank. This is clearly equivalent to the predictable valuation property at p = s -q, although this is not explicitly stated in
The following simple result is needed for the proof of our general canonicality theorem (Theorem 13):
Lemma 2: For any p in P* , any k x n rational matrix G ( D ) ,
We will now develop several equivalent conditions for a
the GPVP (be globally orthogonal). The essential ideas are as follows.
Each generator g, ( D ) generates a one-dimensional rational 
The following lemma states that intdef G ( D ) is invariant over all generator matrices for C [3]:
we have
e,(G'(D)) = e,(detT(D)) + e,(G(D))
and therefore, using the product formula (
The next lemma shows that a linear combination of globally orthogonal vectors has at least as great a defect as any vector involved in the combination. 
for all 3 such that u 3 ( D ) # 0.
Proof: If G ( D )
has the GPVP, then we have Remark: This lemma suggests that a globally orthogonal generator matrix for C may be constructed by the following greedy algorithm. For the first generator gl(D), choose any nonzero rational code sequence in C that has minimum defect. For the second generator g,(D), choose any rational code sequence in C not in the subcode C1 generated by gl(D) that has minimum defect. For g3(D), choose any rational code sequence not in the space spanned by the sets C1 and CS, where Cz is the subcode generated by g 2 ( D ) that has minimum defect, and so forth until k generators are chosen. (This algorithm in fact does work; this is straightforward to show from the fact that the similar algorithm given for polynomial matrices in Section IV works, by substituting "defect" for "degree.") This algorithm may have first appeared in the system theory literature in [13] , although, as already mentioned, its roots have been traced back as far as Wedderburn [15] and Gantmacher This remark suggests that the generator defects def gz ( D ) of a globally orthogonal generator matrix for C are invariants of C. The next theorem states this fundamental result and other related results. ~7 1 . Proof:
where [ g , ( m l P # 0 and eP(92(1)(D)) > .P(S%(D)) for
where Remark: The facts that the external defect is lower-bounded by the internal defect with equality iff the GPVP holds and that the indices v2(C) are invariants of C are the main results of [13] .
IV. CANONICAL POLYNOMIAL GENERATOR MATRICES
After discussing realizations and defining minimality and canonicality, we construct a canonical polynomial generator matrix G(D) for a convolutional code C using the elementary behavior-theoretic construction of [9] .
A realization of a k x 11 generator matrix G ( D ) (a rate R = k/n encoder) is a kinput, n-output linear (over F ) sequential circuit whose input/output (110) transfer function is G(D). The complexity of an encoder is measured by the number of its memory elements, which is the dimension of its physical state space.
From the general principlies of realization theory (see, e.g., The dimension p ( G ( D ) ) of a minimal realization of a given generator matrix G ( D ) may be determined by a straightforward extension of this result, using ideas from behavioral system theory [19] , [20] . Define the input'output (UO) code generated by G ( D ) to be the set [22] ) is the dimension of the minimal state space of Cb Remark 3: Theorem 8 is closely related to the minimality criterion of [20] (and could have been derived from it>. According to [20] , a realization of a time-invariant group code can be nonminimal in only three ways: ij if there is an infinite nontrivial state sequence (not the zero state sequence) that produces an all-zero output sequence; ii) if there is a nontrivial transition from the zero state (not to the zero state) that produces a zero output; iii) if there is a nontrivial transition to the zero state (not from the zero state) that produces a zero output. 
Proof: We prove the theorem by first observing that a) is only a reformulation of Theorem 8. Then we show that a) 
(w(D))
where the last equality follows from the fact that G,,(D) is canonical and thus has the GPVP.
so span ( u ( D ) ) begins not earlier than span (w(D)).
If w(D) is infinite, then clearly span(u(D)) c span(w(D)). If w(D)
is finite, then for some 1 2 0, 
it follows that G ( D ) is minimal, although not canonical.
Remark 1: As we shall see in Section VIII, condition b) is essentially a condition that iS(D) must be globally invertible.
Remark 2: Condition c) can be characterized as a zerofree property; the p-valuation of an output sequence cannot be greater than the p-valuation of the input sequence that generated it, for any p in P*. p E P such that e P ( g ( D ) ) > 0;
all p E P.
Theorem 7 implies the following well-known theorem [ 11: Theorem 10: The minimal state-space dimension of a rate
defined above is a canonical polynomial generator matrix for C with degg'(D) = .(e).
Proof: By Theorem 7, g'(D) is a canonical polynomial generator matrix for C, since eP(g'(D)) = O for all p in P and the GPVP holds trivially. Therefore,
It then follows from our minimality test that:
Theorem 11: A rational rate R = l / n generator matrix 
Remark 2: Theorem 13 shows that canonicality is the intersection of two independent properties, global orthogonality (the GPVP), and minimality. Global orthogonality ensures VIII. MINIMALITY ANI) INVERTIBILITY VIA THE IFT In this section we will use the invariant factor theorem (IFT) [23] To simplify the computation of these p-valuations for small generator matrices we define aP,0 = 0 for all p in P* and and then we have for all p in P* and 1 5 i 5 k
Remark: We can now recognize that for p E P e p ( G ( D ) )
Thus the internal defect can be computed directly from the
Now we have a theorem that shows the equivalence of a criterion for minimality in terms of invertibility [24] , [4] 
Remark 3: The fact that a rational matrix is zero-free at p if and only if its inverse is pole-free at p is identified as a "generalized Bezout test" in [13] . So this theorem might be We shall now see that conditions b) and c) of Theorem 15 are equivalent to a more general global invertibility condition, as follows. Let P' be any proper subset of P*, and define the ring R(P') as (We exclude P' = P*, since then by the product formula R(P*) is merely the set of degree-zero polynomials and 0: [25] , which is equivalent to noncatastrophicity for one-dimensional Laurent polynomial generator matrices. minimal defect, where we regard the defect def C, of a onedimensional space C, as the common defect of its nonzero vectors. To obtain a canordcal basis, we select any vector g , ( D ) from each subspace C, that can be realized with defC, memory elements. To obtain a canonical polynomial basis, we select the essentially unique (up to units) polynomial vector g : ( D ) in each C, whose degree is equal to defC,.
